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The Ancient Quarrel Between Philosophy and PoetryCambridge University Press, 2011

	From its beginnings, philosophy's language, concepts, and imaginative growth have been heavily influenced by poetry and poets. Drawing on the work of a wide range of thinkers throughout the history of western philosophy, Raymond Barfield explores the pervasiveness of poetry's impact on philosophy and, conversely, how philosophy has...
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Archilochus: The Poems: Introduction, Text, Translation, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 2019

	In antiquity Archilochus of Paros was considered a poet rivalled only by Homer and Hesiod, yet he has been relatively neglected by modern scholarship. This is largely due to the fragmentary state of his surviving poetry, though our knowledge has expanded significantly since the middle of the

	twentieth century as new papyrological...
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Shodo: The Quiet Art of Japanese Zen Calligraphy, Learn the Wisdom of Zen Through Traditional Brush PaintingTuttle Publishing, 2014

	In this beautiful and extraordinary zen calligraphy book, Shozo Sato, an internationally recognized master of traditional Zen arts, teaches the art of Japanese calligraphy through the power and wisdom of Zen poetry.

	

	Single-line Zen Buddhist koan aphorisms, or zengo, are one of the most common subjects for the...
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Oracle and Java Development (Sams White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
Outlines Key Oracle Java technologies; Enterprise Java Beans, Business Components, Java Server Pages, and Servlets for developing and deploying applications using Oracle 8i. Describes database interaction with Java using Java stored procedures, JDBC, and SQLJ. Softcover.       

       * Describes Oracle's Internet Computing Platform for...
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Anna Seward and the End of the Eighteenth CenturyThe Johns Hopkins University, 2011

	Anna Seward and her career defy easy placement into the traditional periods of British literature. Raised to emulate the great poets John Milton and Alexander Pope, maturing in the Age of Sensibility, and publishing during the early Romantic era, Seward exemplifies the eighteenth-century transition from classical to Romantic. Claudia Thomas...
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The RHS Book of Flower Poetry and Prose: Writers and Artists in the GardenFrances Lincoln, 2021

	
		Artists and writers have always been drawn to flowers, as sources of inspiration, for simple enjoyment, and flowers themselves have been the muses for many of our greatest and most memorable works of art.

		 

		This volume brings together the best flower poetry and prose from a broad range of writers, from...
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From After Effects to Flash: Poetry in Motion GraphicsFriends of Ed, 2006
As a Flash 8 designer, you have discovered the power of the video tools in the application. The new filters and effects and ActionScript classes allow you to create a variety of stunning visual effects in Flash. What you probably haven't discovered is how easy it is empower your video hundreds of times more by combining the many effects and tools...
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Software Studies: A Lexicon (Leonardo Books)MIT Press, 2008
This collection of short expository, critical, and speculative texts offers a field guide to the cultural, political, social, and aesthetic impact of software. Computing and digital media are essential to the way we work and live, and much has been said about their influence. But the very material of software has often been left invisible. In...
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Manuscript Verse Collectors and the Politics of Anti-Courtly Love PoetryOxford University Press, 2009
This book reappraises the work of early-seventeenth-century collectors of English Renaissance poetry in manuscript. The verse miscellanies, or poetry anthologies, of these collectors have long attracted the attention of literary editors looking for texts by individual, major authors, and they have more recently interested historians for their poems...
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Callimachus (Ancients in Action)Bloomsbury Publishing, 2019

	
		Callimachus was one of the most important Greek poets, and can also be one of the most rewarding to read. He was a pivotal figure in the history of ancient literature and an influential presence in later ancient poetry, including Catullus and Vergil. Yet his work is not read and enjoyed as much as it could be. This new volume in the...
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Acid Dreams: The Complete Social History of LSD: The CIA, the Sixties, and BeyondGrove Press, 1994

	Few events have had a more profound impact on the social and cultural upheavals of the Sixties than the psychedelic revolution spawned by the spread of LSD. This book for the first time tells the full and astounding storyÂ—part of it hidden till now in secret Government filesÂ—of the role the mind-altering drug played in our recent...
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Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics (Routledge Critical History of Victorian Poetry)Routledge, 1996
To my mind Armstrong's book makes its contribution to the study of Victorian Literature in two key ways.  I expect I will return often to her very sophistocated consideration of that old chesnut, the Victorian crystallization of lyric subjectivity in a political-poetical dramaturgy of self-spectatorship. And I find an extraordinary resonance in her...
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